TYPES OF LEARNING

Online Learning
- Learning facilitated by technology through Internet
- Meaning
- Digital Learning
- Blended Learning
- Blending face to face classroom learning and Online Learning
- Meaning
- Offers control of the learning process
- Example: Flipped Classroom

Digital Learning
- Learning facilitated by technology
- Meaning
- Provides learning experience
- Anyone
- Any manner
- Any thing
- Anytime
- Any pace
- Anywhere
- Online
- Pedagogy
- Learner centered
- Interactive
- Assessment
- Formative Summative
- Online
- Viva
- Eportfolio
- Project/Product
- Cost effective
- Easy access
- Especially OER
- Greater learner engagement
- Immediate Feedback
- Autonomy
- Benefits

Platforms & Tools
- DIKSHA
- NPTEL
- National Digital Library of India
- epgPathshala
- eResources
- SWAYAM
- MERLOT

Modes of Teaching
- Digital Walls
- concept-mapping tools
- sticky-notes
- Collaborative ICT tools
- OpenProject
- project management tools
- Live Online Classes
- Game-Based Teaching
- Online Quizzes
- Virtual Labs Museums
- Virtual environments
- Virtual Reality (VR)
- Augmented Reality (AR)
- Class Blogs
- Online Whiteboard
- Pre-Recorded Video Lectures

Benefits
- Innovative
- Learner centered
- Interactive
- Formative Summative
- Online
- Viva
- Eportfolio
- Project/Product

Cost effective
- Easy access
- Especially OER
- Greater learner engagement

Cost effective
- Easy access
- Especially OER
- Greater learner engagement

Immediate Feedback
- Autonomy
- Benefits

Online Learning
- OpenProject
- project management tools
- Live Online Classes
- Game-Based Teaching
- Online Quizzes
- Virtual Labs Museums
- Virtual environments
- Virtual Reality (VR)
- Augmented Reality (AR)
- Class Blogs
- Online Whiteboard
- Pre-Recorded Video Lectures

Blended Learning
- pedagogy
- Learner centered
- Interactive
- Assessment
- Formative Summative
- Online
- Viva
- Eportfolio
- Project/Product
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